author's Response:

Workflow tools are not the issue. Many people simply lack a clear model of coordination. They think coordination is about exchanging messages and that related coordination breakdowns indicate poorly composed, garbled, or lost messages (as in email)
. Coordination is about making commitments, usually expressed as "speech acts," or utterances that take action and make the commitments that produce the outcome the parties want. People learning the basics of coordination are well on their way toward successful coordination, even without workflow tools.
We don't yet know enough about effective practices for pluralistic coordination to be able to design good workflow tools for this environment.
Peter J. Denning, Monterey, CA
time to Debug
George V. Neville-Neil's "Kode Vicious" Viewpoint "Taking Your Network's Temperature" (Feb. 2010) was thought-provoking, but two of its conclusions-"putting printf()… throughout your code is a really annoying way to find bugs" and "limiting the files to one megabyte is a good start"-were somewhat misleading.
Timing was one reason Neville-Neil offered for his view that printf() can lead to "erroneous results." Debugger and printf() both have timing loads. Debug timing depends on hardware support. A watch statement functions like a printf(), and a breakpoint consumes "infinite" time. In both single-threaded and multithreaded environments, a breakpoint stops thread activity. In all cases, debugger statements perturb timing in a way that's like printf().
We would expect such stimulus added to multithreaded applications would produce different output. Neville-Neil expressed a similar sentiment, saying "Networks are perhaps the most nondeterministic components of any complex computing system." Both printf() and debuggers exaggerate timing differences, so the qualitative issue resolves to individual preferences, not to timing.
Choosing between a debugger and a printf() statement depends on the development stage in which each is to be used. At an early stage, a debugger might be better when timing and messaging order are less important than error detection. Along with functional integration in the program, a debugger can sometimes reach a point of diminishing returns. Programmers shift their attention to finding the first appearance of an error and the point in their programs where the error was generated. Using a debugger tends to be a trial-and-error process involving large amounts of programmer and test-bench time to find that very point. A printf() statement inserted at program creation requires no setup time and little bench time, so is, in this sense, resource-efficient.
The downside of using a printf() statement is that at program creation (when it is inserted) programmers anticipate errors but are unaware of where and when they might occur; printf() output can be overwhelming, and the aggregate time to produce diagnostic output can impede time-critical operations. The overhead load of output and time is only partially correctable.
Limiting file size to some arbitrary maximum leads programmers to assume (incorrectly) that the search is for a single error and that localizing it is the goal. Limiting file size allows programmers to focus on a manageable subset of data for analysis but misses other unrelated errors. If the point of errorgeneration is not within some limited number of files, little insight would be gained for finding the point an error was in fact generated.
Neville-Neil saying "No matter how good a tool you have, it's going to do a much better job at finding a bug if you narrow down the search." might apply to "Dumped" (the "questioner" in his Viewpoint) but not necessarily to everyone else. An analysis tool is meant to discover errors, and programmers and users both win if errors are found. Trying to optimize tool execution time over error-detection is a mistake. The Wireshark packet sniffer identifies control information at different protocol layers. A TCP capture specification thus provides a tree of protocols, with fields for frame header and trailer (including MAC address), IP header (including IP address), and TCP header (including port address). Students compare the MAC and IP addresses found through Wireshark with those found through netstat and ipconfig. They then change addresses and check results by sniffing new packets, analyzing the arp packets that try to resolve the altered addresses. Capture filters in Wireshark support search through protocol and name resolution; Neville-Neil stressed the importance of narrowing one's search but failed to mention the related mechanisms. Students are also able to make connections through (unencrypted) telnet and PuTTy, comparing password fields.
My favorite Wireshark assignment involves viewing TCP handshakes via statistics/flow/TCP flow, perhaps following an nmap SYN attack. The free security scanner nmap runs with Wireshark and watch probes initiated by the scan options provided. I always assign a Christmas-tree scan (nmap -sX) that sends packets with different combinations of flag bits. Capturing probe packets and a receiving station's reactions enables identification of flag settings and the receiver's response to them. Operating systems react differently to illegal flag combinations, as students observe via their screen captures.
Network courses and network maintenance are thus strongly enhanced by sniffers and other types of tools that yield information concerning network traffic and potential system vulnerabilities.
Gertrude Levine, Madison, nj
What Jack Doesn't Know about software maintenance I agree that the community doesn't understand software maintenance, as covered in the article "You Don't Know Jack about Software Maintenance" by Paul Stachour and David Collier-Brown (Nov. 2009), but much more can be done to improve the general understanding of the important challenges.
The software-maintenance projects I've worked on have been difficult, due to the fact that maintenance work is so different from the kind of work described in the article. The community does not fully understand that maintenance involves much more than just adding capabilities and fixing bugs. For instance, maintenance teams on large projects spend almost as much time providing facility, operations, product, and sustaining-engineering support as they do changing code. 1 Moreover, the work tends to be distributed differently. My colleagues and I recently found maintenance teams spending as much as 60% of their effort testing code once the related changes are implemented.
Other misconceptions include:
The primary job in maintenance is facilitating changes. We found that support consumes almost as much effort as changes and repairs;
Maintenance is aimed at addressing new requirements. Because most jobs are small, maintenance teams focus on closing high-priority trouble reports rather than making changes;
Funding maintenance is based on requirements. Most maintenance projects are funded level-of-effort; as such, maintenance managers must determine what they can do with the resources they have rather than what needs to be done;
Maintenance schedules are based on user-need dates. Maintenance schedules are written in sand, so maintenance leaders must determine what can be done within a limited time period;
Maintenance staff is junior. Average experience for maintenance personnel is 25 years during which they tend to work on outdated equipment to fix software written in aging languages; and Maintenance is well tooled. We found the opposite. Maintenance tools are inferior, and development tools and regression test suites do not unfortunately support the work.
Maintenance involves much more than Stachour and Collier-Brown indicated. In light of the changing nature of the work being done every day by software maintenance teams, my colleagues and I urge Communications to continue to cover the topic.
